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ANDES Armchair swivel, DESIGNER: Luca Nichetto (2022) 

Shifting perspectives in the ANDES family: Luca Nichetto’s inviting armchair now comes with 
a star-shaped swivel base, opening up a completely new side to its character.  
 
ANDES is a particularly versatile collection. From variable sofa modules and a generously-
proportioned armchair to an upholstered bed, a clear philosophy runs through the design 
and is reflected in the organically shaped cushions. A striking detail: the delicate, rounded-
over metal feet, which draw inspiration from a spoon designed by Josef Hoffmann. Nichetto 
and Wittmann have effortlessly taken up the challenge of applying these design features to 
the new protagonist in the series: the ANDES swivel armchair rests atop a slimline and 
lightweight star-shaped base which is available in black or – for an additional touch of 
glamour – brass. The point at which the foot meets the floor is also a passing reference to 
Hoffmann. Incorporating a silky-smooth return mechanism, the swivel base makes this 
member of the ANDES stable a highly expressive piece that pulls off a delicate aesthetic 
balancing act between chicness and straightforwardness. The finishing variants are 
virtually limitless: contrasting tones and materials for the body and armrests, while the 
precision piping can be made to stand out in an accent colour. Pocket springs in the seat 
cushion create the unique level of comfort customarily associated with a genuine 
Wittmann. In summary: the ANDES swivel chair is a beautifully proportioned armchair made 
to the highest standards of handcraftsmanship. Its aesthetic versatility and unmistakable 
shape mean it is predestined for stardom on a vast range of stages. Besides standing out 
for its matchless functionality and durability, its appeal also rests in its timeless aesthetic – 
qualities that are prized in home and contract settings alike. 
 
Configurations: 
 W 91cm, D 80cm, seat width 53cm, seat depth 47cm 
 Seat height standard 42cm (total 63cm); on request 46cm (total 67cm) 
 Frame: standard in Black Grey powder-coated, on request Satin Matt Brass powder-

coated  
 Leather fiber glides 
 Fixed cover with piping 
 Piping: standard same as cover; on request in standard leather colours: Color Atlantic, 

Black, Cognac, Dark Grey, Mocca, Sand, Siena or Taupe; surcharge for different leather  
 Cushion cover same as body, removable with top stitch 
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The Austrian family business Wittmann, now in its fifth generation, manufactures the 
highest-quality designer upholstered furniture using traditional handcraftsmanship. For 
more than 120 years, Wittmann has been known for precision, individuality and unparalleled 
expert craftsmanship. In collaboration with internationally renowned designers, perfectly 
manufactured furniture is created, which in its originality enriches private luxury interiors 
and extraordinary projects in hospitality, retail and corporate offices all over the world and 
thus is making the difference. 
 
Our vision statement: 
We aspire to a world that cultivates originality as the driving force for evolvement, since 
conformity means standstill. 
 
Our mission statement: 
We inspire and encourage our customers from all over the world to live and express their 
originality. We do this by combining distinctive design with masterful craftsmanship to 
create meaningful and expressive furniture and lifestyle statements that last. 
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